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JOHN MILLER  

A REFUSAL TO ACCEPT LIMITS is probably the culmination of my gold output. It’s an 

invented ruin, and there are all kinds of paradoxes attached to that—like Robert Smithson’s 

idea that the suburbs would rise into ruin. Or like the artificial ruin at Frederick the Great’s 

Sanssouci, which I suppose you’d call a folly—some cursory pillars, a crumbling wall. It’s a 

precursor to Disneyland, a classical temple built for amusement. At the same time, A Refusal 
references Albert Speer, who designed buildings with an eye toward how they would look as 

ruins, which was part of the self-mythologizing of the Third Reich. Speer’s theory of “ruin 

value” argued that you should include the idea of destruction in your very conception of 

something. Although he was making a bid for immortality, the morbidity is blatant—which is 

another paradox. And the Pergamon Museum—the experience of seeing, for example, the 

Pergamon Altar or the Ishtar Gate reconstructed indoors—was an important influence, too. 

Ordinarily, you’d encounter a ruin outdoors, but if you bring it inside, it’s as if it acquires the 

status of private property. I’ve always been attracted to those kinds of reversals—bringing 

the outside in or vice versa, as in de Chirico’s later paintings showing upholstered furniture 

sitting in a landscape. There’s something pleasantly disconcerting in this.  

A similar impulse gave rise to the red-carpet piece with the potato [Untitled, 1999/2009]. 

Once, I happened to see an SPD [Social Democratic Party] event in the courtyard of Kunst-

Werke Berlin, and Germany’s chancellor at the time, Gerhard Schröder, was there. The 

organizers had put red carpets down over the flagstones—in strips, like the red carpet at a 

movie premiere. In one spot, they’d cut around a stone so that the carpet could lie flat on the 

ground. I thought that was so fussy and peculiar: This attempt to be fancy winds up being 

completely perverse. That’s what inspired me to cut the carpet out around the potato. It 

becomes this one organic moment, the potato resting not on the horrible carpet but on the 
floor. Most people identify with the potato!  

 
John Miller, Untitled, 1999/2009, carpet, potato, dimensions variable. 

http://www.artforum.com/inprint/id=24449&pagenum=3#id56766


Both the ruin and the carpet have a theatrical quality. But I’ve been working with this 

approach for so long that I didn’t even think about it as an explicit device while we were 

installing in Zurich. When I got out of school in the late 1970s, the dominant notion of 

installation was: Use the gallery space as a canvas. I didn’t like that idea—it seemed 

formalistic, and I was more interested in addressing the viewer’s subjectivity. So I 

approached conventional exhibition space, the white cube, as a rhetorical staging device. This 

comes out of Minimal sculpture and Michael Fried’s critique in “Art and Objecthood.” It 

seemed to me that through theatricality, I could address subjectivity in a recursive or 

reflexive way: Viewers become conscious of the artifice of the frame and then conscious of 
their own experience or position within it.  

Obviously, shifts of scale or perspective can make you conscious of your own subjectivity, too. 

One of the brown works in Zurich, Woodland [1992], is a three-tiered diorama; on the top 

tier there are little houses surrounding a mirror that represents a lake—something that’s 

commonly done in model railroading. The title comes from a Philip K. Dick story about a guy 

whose wife is cheating on him. He comes home every night and goes straight to the 

basement and works on his model-train layout. He’s making a layout of the town he lives in, 

and as soon as he finishes it, it takes on a voodoolike quality: When he makes changes in the 

model, changes actually occur in the town. The story ends with his wife and her lover fleeing 

Woodland, which is engulfed in flames. So the protagonist goes from being a cuckold to 

being this all-powerful figure—which is almost how viewers might see themselves, reflected 

in Woodland’s lake when they lean over to see the houses better.  

With the Middle of the Day slide show, I wanted the sound track to place viewers in relation 

to the work, too. I thought sound would specify their presence and maybe underscore an 

experiential aspect of the work. The idea of creating a slide show with a sound track actually 

came from my collaboration with Richard Hoeck, Something for Everyone [2004]. In doing 

that video, I learned how much sound can influence a viewer’s expectations: For example, if 

you start a shot with a sound effect of a chirping bird in the background and then you see a 

bird later, that confirms what you just heard a few seconds before. By the same token, if you 

never see the bird, you’re sort of left hanging. You can play with that, with how sound and 

imagery combine to create a certain sense of reality. So for the slide show I just stuck a mic 

out the window. I took that recording—the loudest thing on it was traffic noises—and put a 

grain-delay filter on it. It steadily shifts from naturalistic city sounds to a track that has this 

kind of echoey, woolly, electronic quality. It phases in, then out, very gradually, over the 

course of about twenty minutes. I wanted there to be a sense of not just looking at 

something on a screen but of being part of the duration of the images.  

The paintings in Zurich ended up functioning durationally as well, but in a very different 

way—as ruptures or interruptions. There were paintings from four different series spanning 

about twenty years: my quasi-regionalist and pseudo-socialist-realist paintings from the 

1980s, and game-show paintings and Southwestern landscapes from the ’90s. These were 

not necessarily grouped together. Instead, I approached the installation as a kind of montage 

that might encourage a cross-reading between all the works. For example, I juxtaposed the 

ruin against a large swatch of wallpaper, which underscored the sense of interior space and 

made this otherwise sprawling installation a kind of tableau, even though you could walk 

through it. For further emphasis, I hung a few paintings on the wallpaper. This elided the 
paintings with decor and suggested not only interior space but domesticity as well.  

The portrait of Kathleen Cleaver and the painting of the Living Theatre’s Paradise Now were 

originally shown in 1986 at Metro Pictures, along with a portrait of Angela Davis and a 

painting of Yvonne Rainer’s Trio A with Flags at the Judson Dance Theater; these four [all 

Untitled, 1986] are the quasi-social-realist paintings I mentioned. At Metro, I juxtaposed them 

with brown abstractions. I was influenced by Sherrie Levine’s “1917” show [1984], where she 

appropriated works by Malevich and Schiele. They were all her works, but they looked 

antithetical to one another: Constructivism versus Expressionism. I suppose I was opposing 

abstraction to realism, but I wanted to get at more specific expectations from this opposition: 



that socialist realism promises a transparent means of representation coupled with a 

historically concrete content, while abstraction claims to literalize the means of representation 

(or at least facture) while delivering a transcendent content. But these expectations always 

go unfulfilled, so I was trying to create a dialectic that sketched the desire for their fulfillment. 

All this, to me, concerns ideology, and I first came to this strategy through the notion of 

scenario that was operative in the Pictures generation aesthetic. Where I differed was, rather 

than trying to reproduce or allude to mass media, I was trying to think of a kind of a pictorial 

paradigm that had to do with ideology; I was working from the idea that a picture of a 

picture implicated a notion of a worldview. Most of my paintings, as well as my midday 

photos, derive from this notion. The first works I ever showed in a gallery, the regionalist 

paintings (such as the images of the nun in Zurich), were literally attempts to paint pictures 

of pictures. These weren’t appropriations, but rather my attempts to second-guess what 

might serve as a normative picture for the proverbial man or woman on the street. I was 

equating imagination with a pictorial paradigm that was structured linguistically. You could 

even say it was a Saussurean approach. So by trying to second-guess the viewer, I was 
trying to bracket some kind of pictorial function.  

The premise that a picture implicates a worldview connects to A Refusal to Accept Limits—the 

idea of it as an allegory of history. I actually Googled “ruins” to come up with that title; I 

found a site that contends that the ruin stands for mankind’s hubris and its refusal to accept 

limits. Even so, when I was working on the piece, I thought the idea of decay or of waste—

which is represented as debris scattered over some of the architectural elements—should be 

rather light, like a few beer cans left behind by teenagers or tourists. And all this made me 

think, again, of Smithson, who always insisted that artists have to work with limits—that an 

artist who doesn’t recognize them is delusional. And when you bring the ruin indoors—so that 

it’s sheltered, protected, sequestered, placed within certain limits—it starts to relate to the 
arcade. It becomes a representation of the world that can be experienced as a world in itself.  

 
 


